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HTA is often ‘static’ and ‘context-free’. 
Real-world is dynamic. So is the ‘evidence’. 
KT must be applied iteratively.
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In the beginning…



In the beginning was the Robot…

Surgeon saw that it was made in the likeness of Him.
And, that it was Good.



And, so it was entered in 
London, Ontario



Fast forward 15 years…



Guess who has the most robots per capita!

London!



After all was said and done…
A lot was said, but lesser done.

In 15yrs, only a few ‘studies’
Phase 1, 2a. Repeat.



Yes No



Yes, yes, yes
One-way valve

Everything in. Nothing out.
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And, so, I said to myself. Huouston, we have a problem.



You can’t have everything…

If you try, in the end you have 
‘nothing’

Too many priorities = ‘none’



Every Decision to do one thing is 
a decision NOT to do another

This applies to uptake (investment), 
de-implementation (disinvestment) 

just as much as to research and 
innovation.



Solutions?



Rigorous assessment of the clinical 
and socio-economic impact of     
drugs, devices, procedures, 
programs by appropriately 
synthesizing all valid evidence and 
quantifying opportunity cost within 
our context.

Evidence-Informed 
Innovation & Implementation Agenda



From EBM to HTA to Know4Go

Application of Evidence to Decisions:
 Too technical 
 Too linear
 Too blunt 

Evidence from expanded domains of influence
 social, legal, ethical, institutional, skills…
 opportunity costs 
need to be made explicit before decisions can 

be made more reasonably
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Bring in the x-factor, make it transparent, and part of the dm. if we don’t, decisions are trumped prematurely by issues such as ethical, political, even before other side of the story can be heard. More reasonably, more accountably, more comfortably



Go where the evidence dares not…

B:R

SLEEPERs

After
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What are 
SLEEPERs? 
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Tradeoff Table
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SLEEPERs Assessment:
Rate the Importance of Each of the Domains for this Decision



B:R 4Go

SLEEPERs

Know4Go

Evidence 
Synthesis

Cost-
effectiveness SLEEPERs Opportunity Cost

Opportunity Cost

Contextualized Assessment



A collaborative & iterative approach to increase 
decision-maker uptake of best available evidence:

 Multi-perspectives: Practitioners, Policymakers

 Multi-criteria: Evidence + Economics + SLEEPERs + 4Go

 Ensures evidence and economics not unfairly trumped

 Transparent: Considers opportunity cost

 Decisions are always “live” (not a single event))

 Real world: multiple decisions interdependencies0

 Contextual: Embeds decisions in the context of past,            
present, future

… resonant with real-world decision-making



Lessons Learnt



Yes No



innovation renovation
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